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REVENUES?
YES!

Fiscals making front page news again? Are they really
more newsworthy than the staggering revelation of price rises ap-
pearing elsewhere in this issue? Yes, in my view they are. Rising
prices for Swiss stamps is "old hat" - you only have to look on
pages 5, 6 and 7. But Fiscal stamps, out of the limelight for 50
years, are making headline news today:
I believe two quite unconnected circumstances helped to bring this
about: firstly, the Dr. Albert E. Thill collection was so widely
publicised by Messrs. Robson Lowe and enjoyed such staggering sup-
port and results that no one could help but realise that here is
an untapped field of enormous potential; secondly, with the ever
increasing price of normal material many collectors are forced to
look for side-lines where prices have not yet reached prohibitive
levels. In this respect Revenue stamps are undoubtedly the answer
to every collectors prayer: we are selling at prices of 25 years
goo and if one compares relative scarcity (disregarding the most
common material) it is possible to buy for one pound an item as
rare as a £50 Postage stamp:
Since the sale of the Dr. Thill collection two more outstanding,
yet both quite different collections, have appeared on the market.
First came Dr. Berlin's fabulous material which, by virtue of in-
corporating some of the legendary Forbin stock, will perhaps be
more talked about than the Dr. Thill collection. (Forbin ceased
to trade and last issued a fiscal catalogue during the First
World War). Then, more recently, came the Al Hitchey collection.
The demand for the Dr. Thill material was so immense that it was
impossible to serve everyone. Over 700 items on our special
cards were prepared and of this large quantity there are now only
some 60 cards left - the high priced material in the £10 - £120
region per card.
In view of this I consider myself very fortunate to have securred
much of the Dr. Berlin material. This material really staggered
me. Admittedly some of the great rarities which Dr. Thill poss-
essed were missing. On the other hand it was a much more practic-
al lot for a dealer and consequently of more benefit to my
clients. Many items were represented in quantities from 4 - 20
and this enabled us to satisfy many more enquiries. However, even
with this kind of duplication, the Cantons which we first put on
the market are already coming to an end, except for the highest



STANDING
Compiled from an article in the
Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung
by Hans Elsener.

We have assembled the following details
from the S.B.Z. and other sources to help
those who find the Standing Helvetia issues
difficult to classify. Use of this inform-
ation, with some practice of course, should
cause the proper sorting of this fascinating
issue to make sense fairly promptly and may
reveal an unsuspected rarity. Good hunting:

Type II postmarks cannot be earlier than July
1893. We can assume earlier dotes are wrongly
set "chops".
Type I is rarely found postmarked later than
Spring 1894. Slightly later dates are usually
from small towns where old stocks lasted
longer.

Perf. 	 Number of 	 Length of Stamp: 
Teeth on Sides 	 From Perf. to Perf. 

92 	 11 	 about 22.2 mm.
112:11 	 13 	 " 	 22.5 mm.
114:12 	 14 	 " 	 22.1 mm.
114 	 14 	 " 	 23.1 mm.
There are 62 different types of stamp which
are distributed as follows:

Type I Type II Cross

20 Rp yellow 8 different 	 3 	 2 	 3
25 Rp green 4 	 " 	 3 	 1 	 -
25 Rp blue I 3 	 "	 - 	 2 	 1
25 Rp blue II 4 	 "	 - 	 - 	 4
30 Rp brown 6 	 "	 1 	 2 	 3
40 Rp grey I 5 	 "	 3 	 2 	 -

40 Rp grey II 4 	 "	 - 	 1 	 3
50 Rp blue 	 4 	 "	 3 	 1 	 -
50 Rp green 5 	 "	 - 	 2 	 3
1 Fr lilac 	 5 	 "	 3 	 2 	 -

1 Fr carmine 6 	 "	 - 	 2 	 4
3 Fr brown 	 8 	 "	 1 	 3 	 4

Total 	 62 different 17 	 20 	 25 -

Before attempting to classify these stamps the
following questions have to be answered:-

20 Rp Orange, 30 Rp Brown 

1. Controlmark or watermark?
2. Controlmark. Measure perforations.
3. 11Z:11, separate controlmarks I and II, pay

attention to postmark dates.
4. Watermark. White or granite paper?
5. Watermark. Measure perforations.

'Lb Rp Green 

1. Measure perforation.
2. 11Z:11, separate controlmark I and II, pay

attention to postmark dates.

25 Rp Blue

1. Separate Type I and Type II.
2. Type I, Controlmark or Watermark?
3. Measure perforations.
4. Type II, White or Granite paper?
5. Measure perforations.

40 Rp Grey

Type I 
1. Separate Type I and Type II.
2. Controlmark. Measure perforations.
3. 11Z:11, separate Controlmarks I and II, pay

attention to postmark dates.
Type II 
1. Controlmark or Watermark?
2. Watermark. White or Granite Paper?
3. Measure perforations.

50 Rp Blue

1. Measure perforations.
2. 112:11, separate Controlmarks I and II, pay

attention to postmark dates.

50 Rp Green 

1. Controlmark or Watermark?
2. Controlmark, Measure perforations.
3. Watermark, White Paper, Measure perforations.

1 Fr. Lilac 

1. Measure perforations.
2. 112:11, separate controlmarks I and II, pay

attention to postmark dates.

1 Fr. Carmine

1. Controlmark or Watermark?
2. Controlmark, Measure perforations.
3. Watermark, White or Granite paper?
4. Measure perforations (114:11 Granite paper

is rare).

3 Fr. Brown 

1. Controlmark or Watermark?
2. Controlmark, Measure perforations. 114, pay

attention to postmark dates.
3. Watermark, white or Granite paper?
4. Measure perforations.

(Continued on next page)
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STANDING HELVETIA, Perf 114 (76F & 89B) 

Both stamps exist in slightly different sizes.
Enquiries from a leading Swiss Standing Helv-
etia expert led to the following statement
from him:
89B. The perforation is not exactly 114, but
usually near enough to 11.70. One finds
11.65, 11.72 etc., in fact 114 is an average
measurement since slight variations are found
in the same sheet. The same is equally true
for No. 76F, as well as for the whole of the
"A" issue of 1882 and for the Cross and Num-
erals issue, which are always perf "114".
The trouble which arose in the perforation
produced numerous irregularities at the
corners, which gave rise to large teeth which
resembled the correction teeth of stamps prin-
ted in endless sheets. (Ed. Note. Modern
Coils).

1953 PRO JUVENTUTE STAMP BOOKLETS

These exist with German text cover (brown)
and French text cover (green). The latter
is much rarer and we can offer a small num-
ber at £22.50 (against the "German" at
£14.00) post free.
Both will in future be listed in our
catalogue.

DETAILS OF IMPORTANT EXHIBITIONS

BRITISH PHILATELIC EXHIBITION - 29th October
to 1st November, 1975.
STAMPEX - February 24th to 28th, 1976.
PHILATEX 1976 - 29th May to 6th June, 1976.•

Please note these details in your diary and
try to visit us. We look forward to these
rare opportunities of personal contact.

*The Amateur Collector Ltd. will make one of
its rare visits to the U.S.A. for this import-
ant international exhibition which is being
held as part of the Bi-Centenary Celebrations
of U.S. Independence. The show will be held
in the exhibition halls of the Philadelphia
Civic Centre. The organisers promise this to
be the finest international philatelic exhib-
ition ever held in the United States.



N NEW
ISSUES

Since the 1975 edition of our Switzerland
Catalogue the following new sets are notified:

On 13th February 1975, four
stamps comprising the first 1975 Publicity. On
28th April, set of three Europa stamps. Announ-
ced for 30th May, four Pro Patria stamps, com-
pleting the "Archaeological Finds" series. Fort ,

11th September, four stamps for the second 1975' ,

Publicity series, and the Fr.2.50 value of the
"Architecture and Applied Arts" Definitive  ser-
ies. For 1st December, four Pro Juventute
stamps showing decorative Forest Plants.

THE UNITED NATIONS

11th January 1974, 0.60 and 0.80, New B.I.T.
Buildings; 22nd March, 0.30 and 0.60, Centenary
of U.P.U; 18th October, 0.60 and 0.80, 'World
Population Year"; 22nd November, Fr.1.30,"Law
of the Sea"; 14th March 1975, 0. 60 and 0.90,
"Peaceful Uses of Outer Space"; 9th May, 0.60
and 0.90, "International Women's Year"; 26th
June, 0.60 and 0.90, and Miniature Sheet Fr.
1.50, 30th Anniversary of U.N.O.

B.I.T. & O.M.S. 

On 13th February 1975, to bring their stamps up
to date with current postal rates, the Interna-
tional Labour Office issued three stamps and
the World Health Organization four.

(continued from page 1).
priced items. (After nearly a year we hove
only just succeeded in mounting everything).
Where Dr. Berlin really scored was with the
Forbin material. This stock contained sheets
and part sheets::: of scarce and rare stamps.
Such items really belong in Philatelic Museums.
When we gave a preview at last November's
British Philatelic Exhibition so many clients
reserved material that I knew that even the ex-
tensive Dr. Berlin stock is not going to last
for ever:
Needless to say I made sure, inspite of already
considerably higher cost, that we secured a
,major part of the Al Hitchey collection. As
prices go we can still be extremely cheap: the
Al Hitchey material will be priced at full 1949
catalogue, against 80% catalogue for the earl-
ier two collections. For a 25% price increase
to have taken place in such a short time shows
which way the wind is blowing. Even at full
1949 catalogue we are selling many mint stamps
below today's face value.
The Al Hitchey collection perfectly complements
the Dr. Thill and Berlin collections: I could
find only the odd real rarity but the medium-
priced material is well represented and the
collection far outstrips the other two combined
for the elusive and so very popular Municipal
issues (we are mounting these first because the
Thill and Berlin Municipals have now virtually
all been sold). Collectors will also be del-
ighted to hear that for the first time we shall
be able to offer small lots of cheap stamps en-
bloc. This is not likely to be possible until
the autumn but anyone wishing to spend from £5-
£10 will get between 50 - 200 mixed stamps, to
start a collection which can later be expanded
by single material. Of course these lots will
contain only the more common stamps which it
would not be economical to mount on sheets or
in approval booklets.
Obviously I believe in fiscal stamps or I would
not have gone in for them so seriously. I bel-
ieve that at 1949 prices they are today's out-
standing bargain in philately. I would be very
surprised if, taking a 10 year view, we will
not see price rises from 300-500% in real terms.
My tip to collectors is: divert from your
normal stamp budget a certain amount into the
fiscal field. You wont regret it. In addition
to any financial benefit you could derive you
will be fascinated and learn much about Switz-
erland and the Swiss way of life.
I recommend acquisition of:
1947/50 Schaufelberger Catalogue (Federal and
Cantonal issues complete, Municipals listed up
to 'L' only) £5.20 post free.
Also available are photostat copies of the
Swiss pages from the classic 1914 Forbin catal-
ogue, £1.50 post free.
You might also like to study the handful of
fiscal "Special Offers" on page 12 of this
issue.

H.L. KATCHER



the performance of swiss stamps
is breathtaking



performance table



NOTES ON OUR GRAPH AND FIGURES:
HOW DO WE ARRIVE AT THEM ?

Compiled by H.L.Katcher

In the early 1950's for internal statistical purposes we made
up a list of stamps and sets which seemed to us the most pop-
ular of their day. We excluded from this list unrepresentative
"schoolboy" material at the lower end and rarities at the upper
end. Our list was then in fact a true "middle class" sample of
Swiss stamps.

As we checked this list annually it soon became apparent that
we had, unwittingly, created a value index to Swiss stamps as a
whole, similar to the index on stocks and shares by which the
performance of the stock market in general is judged.

This then is a very valid guide of how an average respectable
Swiss stamp collection has performed over the years. The
prices in our list are taken from each years' Amateur Collector
Catalogue (or important Price Change Bulletins). Were we to
take the latest figures from the Zumstein Catalogue the price
index would stand much higher still.

The Royal Philatelic Society in their "London Philatelist" have
in fact just published a wide-ranging analysis of price movements
for many countries and figures are given for two periods:
1914/64 (50 years) and 1964/74 (10 years); for Switzerland only
used stamps ore calculated and these show a 22-fold increase
between 1914/64 and an 8.4-fold increase between .1964/74. This
latter value exceeds our figures by nearly 100%:! Our graph
must therefore be considered to be on the conservative side.

Collecting Swiss stamps is very profitable but it is not the
magic key to instant riches. What you buy today should start
to show a profit in five years time. We do not approve of buy-
ing stamps purely with investment in mind, although investment
plays an important part. Above all, Swiss stamps must be loved
and enjoyed. This is the fruitful soil in which investment
will flourish.

Does this apply to only Swiss stamps? There are other countries
stamps which show excellent returns on money invested. However,
in the case of Swiss stamps there seems to be the absolutely
perfect balance between limited available supply and world-wide
popular demand. No wonder one speaks of Swiss stamps as the
"Aristocrats" of philately:



•

by R. F. BASTAA{, 0. ß.6
continued from

Nos 64/65/66

PART 6

&kW
Swiss Proofs
In part three of this series, in Swiss Philat-
elist 56/57, the Georges Hantz Essay was descr-
ibed. Recently a specimen of this has come to
light in Switzerland bearing a note in the art-
ists handwriting dedicating it to his "colleag-
ue AUG. EMERY". The 20c. Isle de Salagnon essay
described in No. 64/65/66 has now been seen in
positive as well as mirror print.

Pro Juventute Coat of Arms 

Proof prints of these issues, from 1918 to 1924
can be found on thick white paper, with no
watermark, ungummed and imperf. The background'
shade is usually lighter than that of the issu-
ed stamps and the colours appear lighter. Detail
is usually exactly as issued, but on the 40 +
10c. of 1921 the Federal Cross on the proof is
quite unlike its lawful shape. Interesting en-
larged prints of the 1926 20 + 10c. value,
showing the arms of Aargau, are known. Two
copies, measuring 1 5/16 x 1 5/8", 3.4 x 4.1mm.
were sent to the artist, Dr. Rudolf Manger, by
Aberegg-Steiner and Co. of Bern, blockmakers.
They gave strict instructions that these must
be returned to them in accordance with rigid
"Oberpostdirektion" conditions, which the
artist ignored!

Pro Juventute 1927 

The 20c. stamp, showing J.M. Pestalozzi's head,
issued in scarlet, exists printed on card in
carmine-rose, purple and green, sometimes with
a diagonal perforation across the top left
corner to prevent misuse. Of the 30c. value a
single clichee print in black, of the black
plate only without the blue, on gummed white
paper with horizontal perforation through the
design is a far rarer item.

Pro Juventute 1931 

Four essays of the 30c., showing the Alexandre
Vinet were designed and engraved by Gottfried
Matter, who also produced the issued version.
On one of these the "N" in"Vinet" is reversed.
Can any reader identify the place shown on the
oblong essay? Finally, there is a print clos-
ely approaching the issued design, with the
Isle de Salagnon. In this the "V" in "Helvetia"
is reversed and the main sky lacks its horizon-
tal hatching. A series of three horizontal de-
signs was produced for this issue by Otto

Baumberger. The 5c. value shows the Blümlisalp
viewed from the same point as in his 1932 entry.
The 10c. shows the lakes of Silvaplana and Sils
in the Engadine, and the 20c. the Lake of
Geneva and Dents du Midi. These attractive
essays look as if they were printed by Courvoi-
sier. Three sets are known, one in olive green
one in red, and one in violet.

Pro Juventute 1932

A three colour essay, basically in the design
of the issued 5c. "Flag Swinger" stamp, has the
man printed from a half-tone block in black,the
flag showing wavy red rays on a white ground,
and the background in blue. The "HELVETIA"
label is at the top and the "PRO JUVENTUTE 1932'
at the foot, the initials of the artist "HWB"
for Hans Beat Wieland show above the "1932",
whereas on the issued stamp HBWIELAND is below
the "HE" of "HELVETIA". On the essay the value
"30" is in the opposite corner to the "5" of
the issued stamp.

1924-1930 Air Mail 

Of the stamps of this issue designed by Pierre
Eugene Vibert of Geneva proofs are known in
many colours, on various papers, and of each
separate plate of these two-colour stamps. These
appear to have been produced by Vibert for his
own temporary benefit. Ultimately he incurred
the displeasure of the P.T.T., as he should
have foreseen. Probably the rarest of these
productions are plate proofs of the 65c., 75c.
and 1Fr. which at first glance look like im-
perforate specimens of the issued stamps. In



STAFF NEWS
Much has happened to our little organization
since moving from Park Road. Edgar Slate
has retired and we wish him happiness on the
farm in Devon; Frank Bulstrode suffered a
heart-attack in January but we are very
pleased to report that he is fully back in
harness and feeling better than before;
Yvonne Katcher (daughter of H.L.K.), after
four years with the firm, has been made jun-
ior Director; Susan Baynes simply could not
live without us. She has returned to "the
fold" after six years absence; two further
members have been added to our staff, Noreen
Strauss (general dogsbody) and Joan Dether
(accounts). All others continue much as
before and we are not one hand too many in
this period of boom.

fact however the paper bears no watermark and
the inks react quite differently under the
quartz lamp from those of the issued stamp. The
P.T.T. has made it very clear that the appear-
ance of these items on the market was a com-
plete breach of regulations. When the artist
had finished with them they should either have
been destroyed or returned to P.T.T. hands.

Posta g e Due

Imperforate trial prints of the 1878 issue were
made in 1877 on white unwatermarked paper. The
blue frame is generally lighter than the issued
colour and the figures of value are black in-
stead of blue. Most of these bear a violet im-
print of "R. Deyhle, Bern", and those without it
are much scarcer. A 50c. essay in
violet, bearing the word "TAXE" at the top and the Swiss
cross at the foot is hardly ever seen on the
market. In 1882 colour trials were made, pre-
sumably in preparation for the 1883 issue. Zum-
stein's 1924 handbook lists the yellow-green
and blue-green proofs with "10" in dark red as
being on white paper, but the yellow-green
exists on granite paper. There are also 10c.
colour trials in yellow-brown with figures of
value in dark red, violet and green, the last
being on granite paper. All these 1882 items
are imperforate and have the first control
mark. Of the 1898 issue "unissued" values
such as 15c., 35c. and 40c. sometimes crop up.
These are usually issued 5c. and 10c. stamps,
in which the figure of value was off centre,
"doctored" to produce abnormal values. The
quartz lamp will show how it is done!

Colour trials are known of the 1910 "Cross of
Confederation and Jungfrau" design, and also of
the similar Frank Stamps of 1911, but are not
common. A rather similar item is known, in two
colours with the Swiss Cross in the centre and
face value "3 Fr." - a very rare essay. Of the
1924 "Children with Value Tablet" issue trial
prints were made from plates of 25 stamps, im-
perforate on pale cream card. The issued col-
ours were olive and vermilion but these prints
are usually in carmine and bluish-green, look-
ing more attractive than the issued version.
Prints of the 10c. plate exist made before the
groundwork was cleared away.

NEW PAPER FOR SWISS STAMPS 

The P.T.T. Postage Stamp Section has made the
following statement; "Until recently the recess
printed stamps were produced by our own print-
ing department and the photogravure stamps by
Hélio Courvoisier, on different papers. In
streamlining a so-called "Standard Paper" was
developed, equally suitable for both methods of
printing. The new paper is recognisable,
amongst other points, in having no admixture of
fibres. The "125 years of Federal Post" stamp
is the first printed by Hélio Courvoisier on
the standard paper. Unfortunately this does
not appear in the official P.T.T. notice. After
the standard paper has passed its practical
tests it will be used for all Swiss postage
stamps when the previous paper has been used up
Exceptions will remain such as the high value
"Evangelist" stamps and the numeral stamps for
automatic machines. Courvoisier had not print-
ed any Swiss stamps on paper without fibres
before the "125 years of Federal Post" issue.
Clearly we shall endeavour to print any one
stamp on one paper only. The "125 years of
Federal Post" was only printed on paper without
fibres. Of the 1974 Pro Juventute stamps the
15c. and 50c. values were printed on paper
without fibres and the 30c, and 60c. on paper
with fibres."
In future we shall list the new paper as
"Standard Paper".

QUANTITIES OF STAMPS ISSUED
Since our 1975 Catalogue the following
figures have been notified: (IN THOUSANDS)
Europa, 1971 	 Pro Juventute, 1973
30c. 	 29,115 	 15 + 5c. 	 14,296
50c. 	 14,444 	 30 + 10c. 	 18,307

40 + 20c. 	 7,458
Publicity, 1972 	60 + 20c.	 4 463

10c. 	 15,199 	 INTERNABA 1974 MINIATURE SHEET
20c. 	 21,984 	 3 Fr. 	 2,173
30c. 	 20,133 	 INTERNABA SOUVENIR BLACK PRINT 
40c. 	 10,144 	 - 	 81



WHO'S WHO
was °n STAMPS

BY HON.SECRETARY
HELVETIA SOCIETY
MRS.E.J.RAWNSLEY.
Continued from
Nos. 64/65/66

Alberto Giacometti 1901-1966
Cat. No. 511 - Painter and Sculptor

Born at Stampa (Ct. Grisons) on 10th October,
1901, the son of the painter Giovanni Giacomet-
ti. Went to Paris in 1922 where he studied at
the Academie de la Grande Chaumiere and set up
his own studio in 1925. In his paintings
and sculptures he was first influenced by cub-
ism and later by surrealism. Typical of his
sculptures are his extremely slim, emaciated
and elongated bronze figures, life-size and
over life-size. In his paintings his favourite
motifs were scenes from lesser known Paris res-
idential quarters, portraits from his circle of
friends and landscapes from his native Bregag-
lia Valley. Died in Chur on 11th January, 1966.

Charles Ferdinand Ramuz 1878-1947
Cat. No. 512 - Novelist

Born at Cully (Ct. Vaud) on 24th September, 1878
Wrote many novels in which he described the
life of the vine-growers and shepherds of the
Vaud and Valais cantons, showing individuals
and the village community face to face with th.' .

elements in such a masterly fashion that he
holds the reader spellbound. Among his princ-
ipal works are: 'La Separation des Races' (1922),
'La Grande Peur dans la Montagne' (1926),
Farinet ou la Fausse Monnaie' and 'Derborence',
for which he received several literary awards.
Died on 29th May, 1947 at Pully-Lausanne.

Le Corbusier (Charles-Edouard Jeanneret) 1887-
1965
Cat. No. 513 - Architect and Painter

Was born on 6th October, 1887 in La Chaux-de-
Fonds. Trained with the painter Charles
L'Eplattenier, later with the architects Josef
Hoffman (Vienna), Auguste Ferret (Paris) and
Peter Behrens (Berlin). Under the pseudonym Le
Corbusier - which he assumed in 1923 from his
ancestors, natives of southern France - he pub-
lished various works on architecture and town
planning, influenced by cubism, creating a new
type of building, of cubic form with flat roof
and large windows, without any ornamental work.
Prefabrication was also used in contruction, as
for example, the design of the League of Nat-
ions building in Geneva (1927), a housing dev-
elopment at Pessac, near Bordeaux (
1925), highrise residential buildinas in Marseilles,

Berlin, etc. Modern church architecture also
owes a great deal to him and he designed the
world-famous chapel at Ronchamp. His pioneer-
ing work in the field of architecture won him
numerous distinctions. He was awarded an hon-
orary doctor's degree by the University of
Zurich in 1955, and was a member of the legion
of Honour, and holder of the Medal of Merit
conferred upon him by Queen Elizabeth II. Died
at Roquebrune-Cap Martin (France) on 27th Aug-
ust, 1965.

Albert Einstein 1879-1955
Cat. No. 514 - Physicist

Born on 14th March, 1879 in Ulm, Germany. From
1889-1894 he was a pupil at the Luitpold Gymn-
asium in Munich. After attending the Kantons
Schule Aarau in Switzerland for a short time, he
entered the Federal Institute of Technology in
Zurich in 1895 graduating in physics in 1900.
In the same year he obtained Swiss citizenship.
From 1802-1909 Einstein worked as a technical
expert at the Federal Patent Office and during
this time elaborated the theory of relativity,
for which he became world-famous. In 1905 he
obtained the degree of Doctor of Physics with
his dissertations on 'A New Way of Determining
the Dimensions of Molecules'. In 1909 he be-
come a lecturer at the University of Zurich, in
1911 professor at the German university of
Prague and from 1914 onwards Director of the
Kaiser-Wilhelm Institute in Berlin. Was award-
ed the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1921. In 1933
he emigrated to the United States where he
taught at Princeton. Besides his special and
general theory of relativity (1905 & 1916) it
was above all his quantus theory of light which
opened up new dimensions in modern physics.
Died in Princeton on 18th April, 1955.

Arthur Honegger 1892-1955
Cat. No. 515 - Composer

Born of Swiss parents in Le Havre, France on
10th March,1882. First attended the Zurich
Conservatoire and then continued his studies in
Paris, where he spent the greater part of his
life. Honegger is considered one of the major
representatives of atonal music and became
widely known through his orchestral piece
'Pacific 231' (1924), inspired by his passion
for locomotives and through his oratorios 'Le
roi David', 'Jeanne d'Arc au bucher' and 'Nic-
olas de Flüe'. His compositions also included
a number of symphocic works, the opera 'Antig-
one' (1927) and modernistic stage, motion pic-
ture and chamber music. Besides his musical
works, Honegger also wrote some treatises, 'In-



(continued from page 10)
cantations aux fossiles', 'Je suis compositeur'
and 'Nachklang' - the latter published in 1957
after his death which occurred on 27th November
1955 in Paris.

Eugene Borel 1835-1892
Cat. No. 562 - Federal Councillor

A native of Neuchatel he was, from 1872-5, a
Federal Councillor and from 1875-92 Director of
the first International UPU Office.

Heinrich von Stephan 1831-1897
Cat. No. 563 - Statesman

Born at Stolp in Pomerania (Germany). Became a
statesman and organized a postal service in
Schleswig-Holstein in 1864. In 1876 he became
Postmaster-General of the North German Confed-
eration and in 1871 of the newly founded German
Empire. He was the chief promoter of the Inter-
national Postal Union founded in 1874.

Montgomery Blair 1813-1883
Cat. No. 564 - Lawyer & Politician

Born in Franklin County, Kentucky on May 10th,
1813. Entered West Point and served briefly in
the army, but abandoned this career, studied
law and held various legal posts. In 1961 he
was appointed Postmaster General of the United
States established free city delivery, a money
order system and other improvements. He was
the initiator of the first Conference held in
Paris on 11th May, 1963 which led to the
founding of the International Postal Union.

(to be continued)
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